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Stable and Efficient

High Efficient Plate Heat Exchanger

Features

The DVM S WATER is a large capacity cooling and heating system, suitable for large buildings, that uses water 
as its heat source, with connections to a cooling tower and boiler. Using a highly efficient compressor and 
heat exchanger, it provides an outstandingly effective and reliable performance that’s unaffected by changes 
in the surrounding environment. Its long piping and lightweight design also make it easy and economical to 
install almost anywhere.

- Energy Saving
   Dual Inverter System

   High-Efficient Plate Heat Exchanger

- Flexible Installation
   Long Pipe Length

   Saving Installation Space

- Smart Management
   Auto Commissioning Manager

   Optimal Water Flow Controller

- Application 
   Simultaneous Cooling and Heating

   Geothermal Application

Applying high efficient plate heat exchanger improves energy 
efficiency and ensures stable cooling and heating performance.

Its innovative Dual Inverter Compressor with a high efficiency 
Vapor Injection System ensures powerful, rapid cooling and 
heating with minimum energy consumption, so it’s very 
eco-friendly. 

DSI(Dual Smart Inverter) System  

Energy Saving
Saves money and the environment, while providing a powerful performance, with an innovative 
Dual Inverter Compressor and efficient Plate Heat Exchanger.
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Flexible Installation Smart Management
DVM S WATER can be installed almost anywhere with long pipe length and small footprint. Samsung provides an easy to use, smart management system that makes life simpler. With this web-based system, you can immediately 

access data and easily manage it for unsurpassed convenience. 

Long Pipe Length
DVM S WATER  can be installed almost anywhere, regardless of its location or distance from the building. It hatdoor and indoor units, while 
still ensuring complete reliability. It can also reacs a maximum piping length of up to 170 meters (558 feet) between the ouh up to a height 
of 50 meters (164 feet), which is the equivalent of 10 stories.

Auto Commissioning Manager
DVM S WATER  has a smart Auto Commissioning Management (ACM) function that continually monitors operational performance and 
proactively highlights signs of abnormal operation, so potential problems can be quickly addressed. And, if a malfunction occurs, the last 
30 minutes of operating data are stored for automatic backup. So it cuts down the maintenance cost of periodic inspections and ensures 
that the system is always operating perfectly

Saving Installation Space Optimal Water Flow Controller

DVM S WATER ’s built-in Water Flow Controller helps control 
the amount of water used to cool and heat the outdoor 
unit. It determines the optimum flow of water based on the 
internal temperature of the spaces, so the circulation pump’s 
energy consumption is optimized and costs reduced. And 
because it’s provided as standard there’s no need to buy a 
separate water flow control kit.

DVM S WATER  is much more economical to install as it 
has a small footprint and lightweight design, but a large 20 
horsepower (HP) capacity. So instead of installing two 10HP 
units you only need one 20HP Samsung unit – using 30% 
less space and significantly reducing the costs of valves, 
fittings and gauges. You can also combine up to three units 
to create a total capacity of 60HP



Geothermal Application

Application Specifications

Simultaneous Cooling and Heating
With DVM S WATER’s optional Mode Control Unit (MCU)  you can independently cool and heat different spaces at the same time. Instead of 
just heating or cooling all spaces at the same time, with the MCU each indoor unit can be operated separately, so you can simultaneously 
heat some rooms or areas of the building, while cooling others.

DVM S water can use Geothermal energy as renewable heat source instead of cooling tower and boiler, so it’s very eco-friendly.

DVM S WATER


